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Northern Star Business Awards Finalist
Score (Europe) Limited has been named as one
of the finalists for the Northern Star Business
Awards (NSBA). NSBA is Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce’s annual accolades
for successful businesses for the north east of
Scotland. The awards cover a diverse range
of achievements including energy, innovation,
people development and customer service.
The categories for this year include Achievement in International Business, Commitment to Innovative
Use of Research & Development, Commitment to People Development and many others. Score
Europe has been nominated for the award of Outstanding Contribution to Society which incorporates
Score’s award winning apprenticeship scheme that has now been operational for over 25 years.
The winners will be announced at the Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre on September
22, hosted by broadcaster and journalist Louise Minchin.
For the full list of awards and nominees, visit
http://www.sbnn.co.uk/2016/06/02/northern-star-business-awards-finalists-announced/
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Metro Quest & Score Asia
Workshop Open
February saw Score Asia and local partner company Metro Quest Sdn Bhd open their new workshop

facility in Kemaman Supply Base (KSB), Western Malaysia.

Based on the offshore supply base and within close proximity to the Petronas Gas Plant the KSB
facility is ideally located to provide valve and actuator repairs in the region. The workshop and new
location also increases new valve supply opportunities along with allowing both companies to provide
a range of valve services including supply, overhaul and testing to both customers in Malaysia
and neighbouring countries. The workshop is well equipped to deliver various valve overhaul and
repairs while ensuring Score's high safety and quality standards are maintained. Since opening,
valves have already been received and overhauled from both Malaysia and Vietnam. This makes
the workshop a very exciting venture with good potential for the future.
Metro Quest, as a result of having a valve service repair facility, has been invited to bid for many valve
repair contracts and are working hard to secure these to ensure a healthy and prosperous business
in Asia. The new workshop allows for the company to grow and develop a training programme to
train young local engineers which is paramount for the long-term success in the region.
Mentioning the opening of the new workshop cannot be done without thanking those individuals who
worked day and night to open the facility in record time. Exciting times ahead and hopefully over
the next few months and years we can welcome a few of the existing Score team to help and assist.
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Hycrome Aerospace Limited is the new company established by Score Group to focus entirely on
the Aerospace Industry and to offer customers' solutions to their supply chain issues.
A focused strategy over the last 10 years has put Hycrome in the enviable position of holding
NADCAP certification in five disciplines, namely; thermal coating, NDT, surface enhancement (shot
peening), heat treatment and chemical processing.
In recognition of the need to support the supply chain due to increasing aircraft build rates and new
aircraft platforms being introduced, further investment in 2016 has generated increased capacity
through the installation of an additional 48m long paint line and an additional automated tartaric
sulphuric anodise line with a working area of 3m x 2m x 1.5m.

The new Aerospace paint treatments line

Following quality audits by Airbus and Bombardier, thermal coating approvals have been issued by
both manufacturers which has added to our capability allowing Hycrome to offer manufacture, heat
treatment, NDT, shot peen, protective coating and finish machining in house which allows us to keep
lead time and costs to a minimum.
Hycrome Europe Limited continues to support the oil, gas and power generation industries in the
design, manufacture and overhaul of components ranging from intricate turbine blades to 40”
diameter bore ball valves.
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Score Australia Gain Accreditations
Congratulations to the entire Score Queensland and Western Australia teams for doing such a
phenomenal job in reaching certification for OHSAS 18001:2007 and continued certification to ISO
9001:2008.
Our ISO 9001:2008 and OHSAS 18001:2007 certification is a global acknowledgment of our ability to
meet our customers’ quality expectations, excellence in customer service and enhances our delivery of
consistently high standard solutions. It demonstrates that Score Australia business units have undergone
a rigorous independent audit by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance to prove this and importantly, that
we will continue to evaluate our business to ensure that we offer the most effective and efficient service
to our customers.
OHSAS 18001 is the key internationally agreed standard for an organisation’s Health & Safety
Management and gaining this certification is testimony to the effort and commitment of Score Group
as a whole to ensure the ongoing health and safety of all is at the forefront of our business approach.
Standards make an enormous and positive contribution to most aspects of our business and achieving
and maintaining both these certifications confirms that we have excellent Health & Safety and Quality
Management policies and systems in place.
We hope to enjoy the many benefits continued certification can bring – including the unique marketing
advantages of holding LRQA accredited certification for both these Internationally recognised standards.
We will now look to the next challenge of transitioning to the new ISO 9001:2015 standard this year,
which I am sure will be a smooth process.
Thank you to all those directly involved in the challenges of implementing the required systems and
processes and once again congratulations to all in reaching certification for OHSAS 18001 and continued
certification to ISO 9001:2008.

Peter Chapman
Visits Score
On the lead-up to the Scottish Parliamentary
Elections, Peter Chapman, Conservative party,
addressed our Peterhead based apprentices and
was later photographed along with Charles and
Conrad Ritchie. Mr Chapman was elected in the
6th of May elections to serve as a Member of the
Scottish Parliament (MSP).

Hycrome Commitment to
Apprenticeships Recognised
Hycrome has again been given special recognition by Nelson and Colne
College for its commitment to apprentice training.
At an awards evening held by the College, and attended by many
engineering companies, Hycrome was presented with the award by the
college principal.
Stephen Kelly, Operations Director, received the award on
behalf of Hycrome.
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Score Perth First Major Shutdown

Between the 12th May 2016 and 31st May 2016, Score Perth completed their first ever major onshore
shutdown. Woodside Energy Limited (WEL), operators of the Karratha Gas Plant (KGP), defined
the shutdown as “The Most Complex Shutdown in KGPs History” requiring intervention into almost
every part of the plant. The KGP facility has a revenue tag of $20m/day producing some 16.3 million
tonnes of LNG per year.
Not only was this the most complex shutdown, it was also the first of its kind where Woodside had
awarded the whole of their valve scope to a single service provider, namely Score Perth Pty Limited.
The scope comprised of the overhaul of Manual Valves, Actuated Quarter Turn Valves, Rising Stem
Ball Valves & Control Valves along with a number of other tasks. In total, some 106 valves were
worked upon during a 15 day window. Valve sizes ranged from 1” to 48”. The critical path to restart
was the overhaul of the Dryer Sequencing Valves. The overhaul of these units require some heavy
lifting operations to be performed as they have a gross weight of 7.6 tonnes each. There were also
additional risks and challenges as a complete assembly stands some 5.5 meters tall.
Utilising personnel from Score’s global pool of expertise along with a number of OEM field service
technicians, all scopes were successfully completed within the allocated shutdown window. At peak
production, some 53 valve technicians were involved. With this volume of personnel, equipment
and with a small window of opportunity along with the arid climatic conditions of the Pilbara region
(Karratha) potential for injury and fatigue was top of the agenda. Through the use of toolbox talks,
pre-starts, procedures and utilisation of competent personnel, the shutdown was completed with no
LTIs – a great achievement by all.
Following installation of the last overhauled assembly, the following comment was received from the
client “Until today, we have never had all valves returned during a shut where there has been no
need for any rework – well done Score”.
I would like to thank, on behalf of Score Perth, personnel from Cowdenbeath, Gladstone, Brighouse,
Peterhead, Malaysia and our own Perth staff for all of their efforts and hard work in making this a
successful shutdown.
Until next time – Keep Safe
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NIK Department Celebrates 25th Birthday

Original Flow Test Machine

This month, the NIK department (part of Score
Energy Limited) will reach a milestone as it
celebrates 25 years of service in its own right.
Recently, Ian Milne, Fuel Nozzles & Industrial
Accessories Manager-and NIKs longest serving
employee-took time out to look back over the
history of the department, and the changes that
have brought NIK’s services to be recognised at
the worldwide level they are today.
In July 1991 Score Group Chairman, Charles
Ritchie, purchased a flow test machine from
Parker Hannifin (the global leader in gas turbine
fuel systems technologies) in the US and Ian was
tasked with making the machine operational.
Score also purchased a range of ultrasonic
chemical cleaning equipment and manufactured
various tooling and fixtures. Ian and a team of
three other employees began to overhaul and test
various types of gas turbine fuel nozzles.
Charles took the decision that the cost centre for
overhauling fuel nozzles should be titled “NIK” and
from that moment, the NIK department (at that
time, part of Score (Europe) Limited) was born.
Initially, the department was based in a small
building where the Crane Warehouse at Glenugie
is today.
The General Manager of Parker Hannifin’s fuel
systems overhaul division in Arizona decided that
Parker had a serious requirement for an approved
facility in Europe that could overhaul fuel nozzles
for the GE Land & Marine (LM) range of industrial
gas turbines. So in 1991, within a few months of

NIK Today

Charles purchasing the flow test machine, Parker’s
General Manager came to Peterhead to train the
NIK team on the cleaning and flow testing of LM
fuel nozzles.
To begin with, Score was only permitted by Parker
to clean, inspect and test LM nozzles but between
1991 and 2002 the range of other gas turbine fuel
system products that NIK worked with increased
greatly.
Throughout these years the team and their
workload expanded, and in 1994 the department
moved to where the PSV department is today
– Allowing them up to four times the space and
leaving the original NIK shed to be demolished. At
this time just 10 people were employed within the
NIK team.
In 1997 Parker agreed that Score could expand
NIK’s capabilities. As a result, Ian and another
Score employee attended an intensive week-long
training programme at Parker’s overhaul facility in
Arizona. Upon completion of the training the NIK
team were deemed competent to carry out the
complete overhaul of GE LM nozzles.
With NIK now having full overhaul capabilities for
LM fuel nozzles, the business grew quickly and in
2002 expanded further still when – once again with
the assistance of Parker - NIK became involved in
the overhaul of DLE (Dry Low Emission) nozzles –
The latest type on the market at that time.
This new development required further investment
in the NIK workshop facilities and so the purchase
of vacuum brazing and CNC machining equipment
ensued.
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In 2003, Bruce Buchan Junior (now Operations
Director, Score Energy Limited) came on board as
NIK manager with the view to increase product line
capabilities and growth.
The facility inhabited by NIK from 1994 onwards
was quickly becoming outgrown. In 2006 the NIK
department officially became part of Score Energy
Limited and moved to the newly built Ian M. Cheyne
building at Wellbank; where it remains to this day.
The Score Energy LLC facility in Houston - which
opened in 2014 - is further testament to the
worldwide scale of work being undertaken.

Today, NIK employs 70 people in Peterhead, across
four dedicated departments – each processing and
servicing different types of gas turbine products
for customers worldwide. Products serviced
include Honeywell Bleed Valves, Arkwin Actuators,
Woodward Fuel Valves & Controls and TDI Starters.
The current NIK facilities span 10 times the area of
the shed that NIK started out in back in 1991.
25 years and 2 moves later NIK processes over
10,000 individual products a year – 50 times the 200
products a year being processed in 1991. Unique
OEM approvals and the latest gas turbine service
facilities ensure that NIK and Score Energy remains
a global centre of excellence for the service and
overhaul of a vast range of equipment utilised on GE,
Rolls Royce and Siemens gas turbines.

2016 Western Turbine Users Inc (WTUI)

Score Energy participated in the 20th Annual

Score Energy is one of the key suppliers to LM
users and has been a member of the WTUI
WTUI Conference. WTUI is a membership
group since 2009.
organization of GE LM2500, LM5000,
LM6000, and LMS100 users, manufacturers,
The 2016 WTUI Conference, held at Palm
and suppliers. The organization is a California
Springs this year, was a great platform
corporation founded in 1990. The Western
to network directly with GE LM Plant and
Turbine Users Inc. (WTUI) is a forum for
Maintenance Managers, Turbine Engineers,
the exchange of technical, operations and
and Technicians. It provided a perfect forum for
maintenance information and experience, to
such end-user interaction, further supported
improve reliability and economic viability of GE
by our newly opened shop in Houston Texas
LM series power facilities.
directly servicing the GE Jacintoport depot as
well as an increasing portfolio of end-users.
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Score Europe Italia Expansion

In July 2015, Score Italia reported the success and the signing of a number of frame agreements.
These led to a very successful year for the operation with the signed contracts continuing to provide
a high level of sales. Through this Score Italia is now ready to move to the next level and expand its
facility.
The operation began in the town of Gerenzano moving in 2011 to the Turate facility expanding its
office space for the nine employees. The workforce has expanded and now boasts 18 permanent
positions and the need of more workstations is required in order to support current activities.
In January 2016 the client base requested the need of stock in Italy and this began with 1300 ball
valves. The level of success has required the future development of a repair workshop, a testing
facility and a valve/actuator assembly workshop. This committed development will support the
local refinery shutdowns for valve repair and overhaul and bolster Score Europe’s plan to grow its
continental European market share.
Fortunately an ideal opportunity has presented itself on our doorstep with a warehouse becoming
available very close to our existing offices. This acquisition will be a major development and expansion
for our Italian operation both in terms of the stockholding and as development of workshop capability
ultimately extending the variety of services given to the local market.
The team are looking forward to this expansion and are ready and eager for the opportunities and
rewards that this will create in both the short and long term.
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Dove II Injection Fitting Launched
For a number of years, Score’s team of
engineering designers has been involved in the
development of an injection fitting. This is now
in production.
Injection fittings are primarily a one way
check valve designed to allow routine periodic
maintenance without allowing internal service
media to escape. There are several different
designs of sealant injection fitting on the market;
each with their own benefits and drawbacks.
Using Score’s significant valve repair and onsite
maintenance experience, the Dove injection
fitting was initially developed as a solution to
some of the most common sealant injector
problems. Dove II builds on the original design
to bring one of the safest injection fittings yet.

Dove II is a two part injection fitting. Developed
as an enhancement of the original Dove injection
fitting; Dove II has been designed to deliver a
sealant injector that is cost effective but does
not compromise on quality or asset integrity.
The Dove fitting consists of two checks and one Most importantly, Dove II is extremely safe to
needle to allow for mechanical isolation whilst use. The inline design allows for installation in
providing operators with the ability to carry out areas of the most limited space, whilst the twothe valve sealant injection process as part of body design feature prevents personnel from
planned maintenance routines, ensuring that accidentally unscrewing components to the
point of disengagement. Dove II features the
asset integrity is never compromised.
Mech-Check; a check mechanism specifically
Unless stainless steel or corrosion resistant designed to allow mechanical isolation between
material has been specified, most sealant the two main body parts whilst retaining a
injection fittings can be prone to corrosion. The constant seal throughout operation. Combined
majority of injection fittings on the market are with the new, improved internal checks of the
supplied in carbon steel material with zinc plating Dove II (designed to minimise restrictions during
applied to the external surfaces. This allows for injection and reduce the risks of checks failing to
wear over time, leading to a hazardous corrosion reseat). Dove II is undeniably one of the safest
injection fittings available on the market.
of the parent material.
The traditional check used by most mainstream
sealant injection fittings is a small ball bearing.
This in itself can be prone to corrosion and
even misalignment, leading to a potentially
catastrophic leakage of the service media to
atmosphere.

Versatility and flexibility are key aspects to
the Dove II design, meaning that virtually any
connection size can be considered in order to
meet our clients’ needs. Additionally, the body of
the fitting can be produced in ASTM A182 F51
and Inconel 625 materials, dependent on client
requirements.
The 10,000 psi rated design has been assessed
by Lloyds Register, with the burst and fire
tests (API 6FA) also being witnessed by LR
representatives.
Marketing of Dove II is now in full operation.
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Training Maximises Benefits of Using MIDAS Meter®

MIDAS Meter® owners can receive the best return
on their investment by training their technicians
on the best practice and use of this technology.
The recently enhanced MIDAS Meter® training
course, which is delivered by fully qualified and
experienced Score personnel, is a blended
combination of both theoretical and practical
based learning.

The course covers the generation of
standardised survey results reports, using the
supplied Communicator™ Software, which
means it provides an excellent introduction for
maintenance personnel who are responsible for
the safe, environmentally friendly and efficient
operation of process plant and specifically valves.

The recently enhanced training course has been
The theory elements of the training course cover very well received by recent trainees, with the
the acoustic emissions (AE) surveying technique, following feedback being given:
safe operation, survey methods and procedures
as well as maintenance of the MIDAS Meter®
• “Good mix of theory and practical”
and PDA equipment.
• “Well presented and knowledgeable”
The hands-on element of the course gives • “Great knowledge shown by the instructor - nice
delegates the opportunity to use the equipment in and friendly”
a safe classroom environment and gain practical • “Very nice training and gaining good knowledge”
experience of basic valve surveying procedures • “Made the course enjoyable, good information”
for leak detection, quantification, reporting, and • “Course instructor was spot on and had great
monitoring activities including performance knowledge on Midas Meter and valves”
trending, by using the MIDAS Meter® on a small
valve manifold. The recommended 2 day course For more information on the Midas Meter and
also provides the opportunity for delegates to enhanced training course,
have a supervised on-site practical application visit www.midasmeter.com or email us using
and coaching session for best results, as well as midas.enquiries@score-group.com
enhanced data management tutoring.
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Website Relaunch for Score Diagnostics
It’s never been easier to quickly and easily reduce operating costs and risks and maximise the
efficiency and profitability of your process.
Score Diagnostics Limited is delighted to announce the launch of its brand new website, which
contains everything you need to know about the entire MIDAS® Valve Diagnostics range, including
how to gain those all-important cost savings.
Our market leading valve condition and performance monitoring products and systems deliver
savings over your entire valve population. Use our product selector guidance below, or visit
www.midasvalvediagnostics.com to find out more.

Have a look at our websites and feel free to give us your feedback:

Here’s how our new approach
to valve management
using MIDAS® Diagnostics
equipment and systems
can positively change your
operating performance.
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MIDAS Meter® “Surveys as a Service”
Gain all the benefits of Valve Condition and Performance Monitoring, for minimum investment.
It is entirely normal and expected that you have to spend a little when you want to save a lot. A
new project where you know that a modest investment can deliver a massive return sounds like it
would be easy to get a budget for, however… When CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) budgets are not
readily available, it’s easy to assume that all the desired benefits of your new initiative or project are
going to be missed out on. Not so. Looking towards funding the project from the OPEX (Operating
Expenditure) budget can sometimes still deliver most of the project value.
Score Diagnostics is delighted to announce
the launch of the MIDAS Meter® “Surveys as
a Service” initiative, for valve condition and
performance monitoring and reporting.
Valve surveying / monitoring delivers savings
in operating costs, minimisation of operational
risks and maximisation of reliability, efficiency
and profits. If you cannot afford to buy a
MIDAS Meter®, but still want the benefits –
just choose the “survey as a service” option.
For more information on this exciting new
service, view our new flyer on our website or
read our case study where our customer was
able to save £340,000 following investment
in a MIDAS Meter® survey that cost less than
£20k.

Score Training Becomes a BVAA Member
Established in 1939, the British Valve & Actuator Association Limited (BVAA)
brings together and represents the interests of over 200 British member
companies in the fields of valve manufacture, supply and associated services.
Collectively; these companies are responsible for over £1 billion of sales each
year.
The BVAA vision is to be the voice of the valve industry whilst delivering powerful business
opportunities for its members. In May, Score Training was delighted to be granted membership and
to become a BVAA member company for the first time.
As a member company, Score Training will be provided with a variety of shared marketing
opportunities including attendance at valve industry events and business development events in
partnership with NOF Energy, inclusion in the BVAA weekly e-newsletter, the opportunity to exhibit
at BVAA Desktop Exhibitions and to have editorials published in the BVAA Valve User Magazine – A
quarterly publication distributed to thousands of industry professionals, worldwide.
The BVAA supports and offers benefits in many other areas. Score Training looks forward to
embracing the opportunities that being a member company can present.
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Constant Systems
Sales & Service Training, UK Head Office 2016
We recently carried out UK based Sales &
Service training similar to the session we
held in November last year, which again
was a great success. The majority spent 3
days with our service technician, Nick Olley,
learning the basic workings of the machine
and how to service and repair our systems.
We are planning to hold these sessions every
6 months to keep our distributors up to date
with changes and to refresh their knowledge!
We had two new distributors attend;
Proquinorte and Bioanalytic, who are looking
forward to promoting and selling our products.
Annual Microbiology Society Liverpool, March
2016
Our Principal Scientist Matt Lougher, and our
Service and Distributer Manager Amelia Farey,
attended the Microbiology Society Conference in
Liverpool showcasing our products and services.
We received a few strong leads, had a good flow of
traffic and have given many demonstrations. We
also bumped into some of our current customers,
which is always a pleasure.
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Score A/S - Local Business Community
At end of April a project called
“Det lokale næringsliv” (“Local
business community”) was
arranged for students from
all eight grade classes in
Randaberg. Local companies
were invited to present their
companies and to answer
student’s questions in relation to
education and job opportunities.
The purpose of this project
was to give the students the
opportunity to gain a better
insight into career opportunities
and what job opportunities exist
locally, and also in doing further
education choices making it
easier for the students.
The students were first invited
to participate in company
presentations held by all the
local companies who had
chosen to participate in this
project. Anna and Geir Olav
represented Score A/S and had
a presentation of the company
and informed the students of
career opportunities available
in Score A/S.

Based on the presentations the
students were encouraged to
make an appointment with the
company they wanted to visit.
A group of about 20 students
wanted to visit Score A/S. The
students were given a tour
around Score A/S premises
office building, warehouse
and workshop. During this
visit, Score A/S business was
presented to the students
with all the different positions
available and also the criteria
and characteristics valued in
the different roles/positions in
Score A/S.

This project turned out to be
a fortunate and a valuable
experience for both students
and the company. A nice
opportunity to profile Score A/S
in a positive manner locally and
also the ability for the company
to contribute to the student’s
education and career choices.

The tour was rounded off
with ice-cream and soda and
the students were given the
opportunity to ask questions.
Based on the experiences
during this project the students
were assigned to make
a presentation about the
company they had chosen to
visit and present it to classmates
afterwards.

Peterhead Administration Trainees Charity Buttery Morning
On Saturday 30th April 2016, Administration
Trainees at Peterhead Engineers Development
raised £910.90 at a buttery morning held at The
United Reformed Church in Fraserburgh, for The
Royal National Lifeboat Institution as part of their
training course. The money will be split equally
between the Fraserburgh and Peterhead lifeboat
stations. The event was well attended and the
girls would like to thank those who generously
donated towards the event and helped to make
the day a success.
Elaine Buchan, Instructor in Administration said
that the trainees worked very hard to run a
successful fund raising event and is very proud
of their achievement.
The trainees have been working towards their National Certificate in Administration and on successful
completion will take up full time posts in their employer company.
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Score Group Host Institute of Directors Visit
Score Group plc was delighted to host a visit
for Institute of Directors (IoD) Aberdeen to its
premises in Peterhead on 28th April 2016. The
company welcomed more than 50 company
Directors from the North East of Scotland to
its conference centre located within Score
Energy Limited headquarters, the Ian M Cheyne
Building. Upon arrival and following a short
networking session, all delegates were treated
to an informed tour of Score Energy’s facilities
which included its industrial gas turbine, and fuel
nozzle and accessories divisions.
After a buffet lunch, Mr Mark McCue, Branch
Chair Aberdeen and Grampian for the IoD began
the formal part of the visit by firstly thanking
Score for hosting and commenting on the tour
they had received. He was amazed at the
advanced technological nature of the facilities
and service that Score Energy was providing
from the location to a global marketplace. He
then introduced Mr Conrad Ritchie, Managing
Director of Score (Europe) Limited, Score’s
principal valve company.
Mr Ritchie presented on the company’s values,
along with current and onward looking vision
within the Oil & Gas industry. He stated that
since the company was established, its values
have remained the same; Success through
Commitment,
Ownership,
Respect
and
Excellence and this is strongly upheld across
the group of companies. He continued that over
the recent downturn in the industry, Score has
remained prudent in its business activities with
strategies in place to counter a boom or bust
economy within the organisation. The company
remains positive for the future both in short and
long term with its rational of stability and global
development.
Ian Davidson, Commercial Director, Score Group
plc then continued after Mr Ritchie presenting
the organisations group capabilities. He said
that when the company was initially established,
Score’s primary service was in the valve industry
but over the last 34 years, the company has
diversified into Valve Management Services,
Industrial Gas Turbine Services, Subsea &
Wellhead, Valve Monitoring & Diagnostics
Specialist, and Training Services. He highlighted
the key differentiators; independence from
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manufacturers, skilled workforce, global reach,
quality of systems, service and people to
name but a few. He proudly emphasised the
importance of the organisation’s apprenticeship
scheme and why this has been and will continue
to be a mainstay of the company’s philosophy.
He concluded by touching on the Group’s
worldwide long term contracts, all contributing to
development and growth in North East Scotland,
providing opportunities for local people. He
then handed the floor to Mr Charles B Ritchie,
Chairman Score Group plc.
Mr Ritchie continued the theme in his own
unique style taking the audience on a journey of
the company’s evolution through economic and
technological advances. From the early days
of starting from a small seed, he explained how
through careful guidance, this has grown into a
strong and secure business structure. Mr Ritchie
touched on a few highs and lows but emphasised
that stability was always a major driver
within the business. The advent of electronic
communication advanced the business greatly
although brought its own issues in data storage
requirements and ultimately cost. However,
this data is now one of the companies greatest
assets combined with intellectual property. He
concluded by playing two videos to demonstrate
a comparison within today’s world stating that
we must remain mindful of where we have come
from, where we are going, and that we must
travel together, united, to get there.
Mr McCue then facilitated a short Q & A session
before calling for a vote of thanks toward Score
Group plc for hosting the visit, and of course the
speakers at the event.

Craft Competition 2016
The Scottish Engineering Craft Competition held in June each year - brings together the very
best of Scotland’s Mechanical and Electrical
engineering apprentices.
This year’s event - held on Thursday 23rd June
and hosted by North Highland College in Thurso
- was no exception; with fourteen of the top
engineering trainees from eight colleges and
apprentice training centres throughout Scotland
battling it out to win one of two coveted titles.
The competition has been running for over twenty
five years and is open to every EAL (Excellence,
Achievement & Learning Limited, the awarding
organisation for the engineering, manufacturing
and building sectors) approved training centre in
the country. The competition tests the knowledge
and skills that are gained during completion of
the PEO (Performing Engineering Operations)
Level 2 qualification. Each entrant is individually
selected by their college or training centre to take
part. Score Group plc has sponsored the event
for a number of years; this year, also supported
by Dounreay Site Restoration Limited.
Peterhead Engineers Development Limited made
two entries this year – Two Score apprentices,
each competed in the Mechanical category;
recognition of the hard work and skill they have
demonstrated in their careers to date.

This year also saw competitors travelling to
Thurso from as far afield as Border Engineering
Training Association in the Scottish Borders to
take part. Other participating training centres
included Angus College, Edinburgh College,
Tullos Training and North East Scotland College.
Host centre North Highland College and jointsponsor DSRL Dounreay made two entries each.
Before the competition, each trainee opts to
specialise in two chosen disciplines; vertical or
CNC milling, centre lathe turning, bench fitting,
electrical wiring or electronics. On the day, each
participant completes a series of practical and
written tests.
All tests will now be marked and independently
verified before the first and second placed prize
winners for both the Mechanical and Electrical
categories are announced in a few weeks’ time.
Score Group plc will host an awards ceremony
for the winners and representatives of their
employers/training centres later on this year
where each winner will receive their prizes,
sponsored by DSRL Dounreay.
The long-running competition remains the
toughest title in Scotland for first year engineering
apprentices to win. Score Group plc wishes both
PEDL trainees and all other entrants the very
best of luck.
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Peterhead Prison Museum Opens its Doors
to the Public

December 2013 saw the former Peterhead
Prison close its doors for the final time and
was destined for demolition. An opportunity
was identified to not only utilise the facility for
operational and training requirements but also to
retain this historical site for generations to come.
After all, the prison has in its way helped form
and be party to the growth of Peterhead and the
surrounding area for 125 years. In June 2014, it
was therefore announced that Score Group plc
had saved the site from demolition with plans
to develop. Following the usual local planning
requirements, work began early in 2015 with
Score Training officially opening in November of
the same year.
Work continued over the winter months on
phase 2 of the operation, the museum project.
With the hard work from dedicated teams, and
individuals, which also included donations and
support from many local people and a large
number of organisations contributing services,
we are delighted to announce that Peterhead
Prison Museum officially opened on 7th June.
In the first week of operation well over 800
people visited and this trend has continued since
then and it is expected to hit the 3,000 mark by
the start of July. With website release – www.
peterheadprisonmuseum.com, social media,
promo leaflets and of course word of mouth, it
is anticipated that it will be a very busy summer
for staff.
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The museum and tour comprise of shop with a
selection of gifts and is also starting point of the
multimedia audio tour. The self-guided tour then
describes the history of the prison from 1888
up to present day with key points and locations
setup and displaying how it was, the look and
feel with some surprises on the way. The tour
incorporates A & D Block, utility and office areas,
segregation and ‘silent cell’, then finally hospital
and single prisoner unit. Each area also includes
framed historical images from yesteryear as well
as other memorabilia, props and scenes.
The audio tour is professionally narrated but
includes some effects to give visitors the feeling
of what it might have been like. It also includes
commentary and recordings from former staff
and prison officers who worked here telling in
their own words their stories.
Already the museum has seen visitors come
from far and wide, including from as far as
Sussex, Northamptonshire, Manchester and
the north of England as well as from all over of
Scotland. Future events are already planned
for the wider complex with Jailhouse Rock now
being advertised at Admiralty Gateway for the
27th August featuring Elvis Presley and Johnny
Cash tribute acts.
Opening hours for the museum are 7 days a week
from 10am with last admissions 4:30pm. If you
would like more information, this can be gained
from the website or by calling 01779 482200.

